TRADING OPPORTUNITY
By Daryl Guppy

The flag breakout has developed with a strong up move. We apply a stop to
protect the profit. There is no easy method for this as this is a momentum trade.
We put the stop at $0.52 based on the peak high of the flagpole.
Trade entry
Entry signal 1
– a rebound from the stop loss line
Trade assessment
Preferred entry price
–Entry at $0.48 which is 0.01 above the value of the
stop loss line. The current stop loss line value is $0.47
Cut loss –0.01 below the value of the stop loss line, currently near $0.48 so the
stop loss is at $0.47. As the trade develops choose an 1*ATR, trend line or CBL
stop loss method. When trade has 10% profit from entry price then tighten stop
loss to protect profit. Keep trade open if price move is strong and use stop loss to
protect profit.. .

FLAG TRADING
The HMI chart shows a good example of a flag trade. This was found using
the new search detailed in the article in this newsletter. Here’s the trade plan

Analysis notes
– This chart pattern is a bullish flag which slopes down
wards. The bullish flag follows a very fast rise in prices. This creates the flagpole.
The retreat from the high price creates the flag. The pattern has parallel sides
defined by two trend lines. The height of the flagpole is used to calculate the upside
target. When the profit in the trade is near to the trade plan profit then cautious
traders will exit the trade.

This is a trend continuation pattern.
In current market conditions traders use
more caution, and closely watch the stop loss conditions. The trade is managed
with living charts. The stop loss development is shown in the diagram.

Estimated target – $0.59
Return target – 22.9%
Trade exit
Exit signal 1
–A move below the stop loss line as the trade develops. Current
loss on stop is $416 or 0.04% of total trading capital.

